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Abstract

From the old melody of Hmong, it leads to the analysis 
of musical structure and the creation of new 
interpretation based on original sound. From the sound 
of Hmong Khaen (reed mouth organ made from 
bamboo) to viola, the performer will analyse and 
experiment on original melody in the following aspects: 
1. Tone colour - How to maintain original tone colour 
with changing of pitches 2. Melodic  contour - How to 
apply changes in tone colour while keeping the contour 
of original melody and 3. Motivic development - How 
to keep the characteristic of the melody while 
experimenting on fragmentation of the piece. Through 
the art of improvisation, new musical output will be 
constructed based on the original original melody and 
also maintaining the identity of the Hmong’s culture.

1. Introduction 

In 2008, researcher studied on Hmong traditional music 
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Sorn province, Thailand. This project is under the Pang 
ma Pha Highland Project (the archaeology research 
project). Hmong is a local hill tribe at this highland. 
During this fieldwork, I had an direct opportunity to 

experience Hmong music performed in ritual 
ceremonies and social  engagement. Hmong songs are 
normally played on traditional instruments such as 
Khaen, a bamboo mouth organ. Hmong melody reveals 
soft and simplicity. Its short melody is often repeated 
several times. After listening this music for a while, a 
musician can recognise the melody and try to sing or 
play it by memory. Also, they could improvise on a 
theme and freely add ornamentation. From the study, 
this folk tune inspired me to develop the ideas of 
creating the new performance based on the tradition. 

The method of melody analysis is based on western 
music idea. It will lead to develop an idea of a 
composition on indeterminacy path. Hence, the 
creative work would be interpreted to a new       
perspective. (See figure 1) From the experiment and 
creation, the expected result would aim to integrate 
the idea of local and western music. The output will 
reflect the simplicity of the construction of folk tune. 
This main issue as well as the art of improvisation is 
highly interested by the researcher.
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Figure 1: Process diagram

Figure 2: Structural analysis of Hmong Music

2. Original sound of Hmong

In this research, Researcher demonstrated the original 
track, it was recorded at Pang ma Pha, Mae Hong Sorn 
province in 2008. This track used to present in the 
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Thailand. It was moderated by Anant Nakkong, an 
ethnomusicologist. This music is a Hmong’s Khaen 
repertoire. It is normally performed in the social 
gathering for example; Hmong New Year in range of 
December to January.

The melody of Hmong is simple and short. It will be 
repeated again and again. The music is delivered 
through oral tradition. It is always performed by heart 
with improvisation and without notation.      Following 
the melody, generally consist of 4 notes: Do, Re, Mi 
and Sol (see Figure 2).

The researcher draws the phrasing lines and notes 
rehearsal marks (A, B, C, D and E) of each phrases to 
show phrasing structure of the melody. 

A: Constant Pitch
An opening phrase begins with a note “Sol” and ends 
with the same note.

B:  Changing of Pitch
The second phrase starts with note “Sol” but ends with 
the different pitch to “Mi”,

C and E: Similarity
It demonstrates the same rhythm and pitches “Re, Do, 
and Mi”

D: Extended part
Motive illustrates in the same way at the mark C and 
E too, but it extended the notes “Re” at the first bar of 
mark D, and decided it to be an extended part.

The results reveal that it can be divided into two parts 
at the first four bars. There are similarities be-tween 
phrase A and phrase B. Both of them are the same 
rhythmic pattern and begin with the same idea. 
In contrast, the direction of those phrases is different. 
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At the Phrase C, D and E represented the second part 
of the melody. It is a variation on pitches “Re” “Do” 
and “Mi”. Phrase D is an extended version of the 
phrase C.

The researcher draws the phrasing lines and notes 
rehearsal marks (A, B, C, D and E) of each phrases to 
show phrasing structure of the melody. 

A: Constant Pitch
An opening phrase begins with a note “Sol” and ends 
with the same note.

B:  Changing of Pitch
The second phrase starts with note “Sol” but ends with 
the different pitch to “Mi”,

C and E: Similarity
It demonstrates the same rhythm and pitches “Re, Do, 
and Mi”

D: Extended part
Motive illustrates in the same way at the mark C and 
E too, but it extended the notes “Re” at the first bar of 
mark D, and decided it to be an extended part.

The results reveal that it can be divided into two parts 
at the first four bars. There are similarities be-tween 
phrase A and phrase B. Both of them are the same 
rhythmic pattern and begin with the same idea. In 
contrast, the direction of those phrases is different. At 
the Phrase C, D and E represented the second part of 
the melody. It is a variation on pitches “Re” “Do” and 
“Mi”. Phrase D is an extended version of the phrase C.

3. From the original structure to the creation 

According to the result of analysis, the structures lead 
to draw the symbolic structure from opening to ending 
of each phrases. It demonstrates the the melody would 
develop from the local melody of Hmong as shown. 
(see Figure 3)

4. Sound of Khaen

Khaen is a musical instrument with free reeds mounted 
in bamboo pipe. Sound of Khaen is made by air flow 
by the performer. (Miller, 1999) It seems to be a 
polyphonic instrument like the accordion or pipe organ. 
It is depending on the performer’s breathing or forcing 
into it. (Adler., 2007) Dynamic level of Khaen is soft. 
Tone colour is soft and transparent. Range of Dynamic 
become to small. Hence, the Khaen’s notation should 
simply be aware the large variation of dynamic.

5. Old tune and new creation

Idea of indeterminacy, it is a mobile form. It cans allow 
flexibility in the interpretation of conventional symbols. 
Sound aspects in only relative terms of tempos, 
dynamic, and determining pitch for example piece; 
The Melody of the Star Signs for music boxes composed 
by Karlheinz Stockhausen. It relied on improvisation 
of given pitches or rhythm. Also, the interpretation of 
those music. 

Researcher is inspired by the idea of indeterminacy 
composition. To develop the idea of variation and 
indeterminacy technique to the new compositions as 
fragments. This study will develops based on the 
pitches, rhythm, form and the concept.
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Figure 3: Procedure and shaping to the symbolic picture.
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Figure 4: Hmong’s melody composed by natural harmonic technique. 
Sounding considered without the high-low pitch.

Following the analysis of music sentences and Khaen’s 
character. Researcher takes the characteristics of sound 
that appears and the limitation of Khaen that is often 
used in this music play into consideration.

1. Pitch – According to the analysis, it is found that 
the prototype music with limitation of pitch including 
C, D, E, and G (4 pitches)

2. Drone – In Hmong’s music, Open Fifth interval is 
used; this may be from the tuning system of Khaen.

3. Dynamic – Soft and tone colour of prototype music 
performing, with timbre, which is soft and transparent 

4. Rhythm – In music, there is often free rhythm but 
still with pulse of rhythm 

5. Ornamentation – In traditional performance of 
Hmong, the ornamentation is often embellished freely.

According to the above-mentioned point, it will lead to 
the compose by changing or transferring musical 
instrument from Khaen to Viola. That would be able to 
maintain the criteria as mentioned. 

Drone is a variation of Khaen’s performing, it is 
continuous low humming sound or musical note of low 
pitch. Sounding as drone we could always hear the fourth, 
the fifth and octave intervals. Khaen performer always 
will develops melody by ornamentation as improvisation. 
It concerned with melody. for instances; grace note, 
chord-on-attrack, and finger tremolo. (Adler, 2007)

6. Experiment

Experiment 1 – Tone Colour - how to maintain original 
tone colour with changes of pitches

Building transparent, it is the idea of Khaen’s dynamic 
level and tender sound. Using natural harmonic 
technique performing, in order to perform the melody 
without considering the shape of melody in that 
whether the pitch is high or low. It occurred on the 
sul C, the lowest string of viola. In this case, the 
composition considered without the high-low pitch 
(see Figure 4).
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Experiment 2 – Melodic Contour - how to apply 
changes in tone colour while keeping the con-tour of 
original melody

This experiment focuses on the maintaining of contour 
of original tune with building transparent.       (see 
figure 5). Techniques of the composition, researcher 
used the natural and including artificial harmonic 
technique. It is in the order to perform the melody 
considering the shape of melody. it is without changing 
the pitches. it uses potential of viola more clearly when 
compared with the Experi-ment 1 (see Figure 6).

Experiment 3 - Motivic development - how to keep 
the identity of the piece/melody while exper-imenting 
on fragmentation of the melody. 

Researcher will construct base on the character of the 
original Through the method of improvisation. At the 
third of the experiment, it belongs to structure analysis 
of Hmong music to experiment by creating. Researcher 
modified the materials of Hmong tune as these figures. 
It links to the motivic development and become to the 
idea of the creation.

Figure 5: Shape of melody structure

Figure 6: Changing of shape in the melody to be in harmonic form but maintaining the original contour
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From the original structure, to the creation 

Researcher compose by following the analysis to the 
indeterminacy idea. Additionally, the combina-tion of 
the structure of old tune to compose for new interpreting 
performance. From the analysis into original music, 
researcher found that there are 4 elements that are 
similar and different as structure analysis. (see table 
1). Researcher then interpret from the criteria of other 
5 aspects that above-mentioned. It leads to the various 
variation fragments of music as followed:  

Phrase A

Drone and Dynamic. I composed the beginning and 
ending with the tone centre “Do” with by using the 
open fifth interval as drone of khaen. It includes the 
dynamic “pp”, very soft. The sul ponticello, an string 
technique by using the bow near viola’s bridge. This 
technique referred to the artificial sound. Also, the 
pizzicato, plug the strings (see figure 7).

Phrase B 

At the end of structure B, following the table 1, Tone 
centre move from note “G” to “E”. Then I merged the 
left-hand pizzicato technique and the various dynamic 
particularly in accent term as Sforzato and Marcato  
(Sf, >) (see Figure 8).

Figure 7: Fragments construction in music phrase A

Figure 8: The construction of fragment in music phrase B
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Phrase C and E

From the note “D”, “C”, and “E”, This Motif separated 
into it by the method of flipping or twiddling. Dynamic 
of this structure is in the crescendo all the time. It is 
possible to play by pizzicato and/or arco (see Figure 
9 and 10).

Phrase D

Symbolic structure that researcher mentioned. It 
illustrates the extension of motif. Researcher ana-lysed 
on phrasing of C and D. The composition developed 
itself by using retrograde technique (see figure 11).

Figure 10: Construction of fragment in music phrase E

Figure 11: Construction of fragment in music phrase D

Figure 9: Construction of fragment in music phrase C

7. Performance

Performer begins with bringing result of experiments 
as a new materials. Choosing to perform from the parts 
of music elements as  follows: 

a: Experiment in timbre/contour using harmonic play 
(figure 4 / figure 6)

b: Experiment on interpret/fragment of music 
(figure 7 - 11)

c: Combination any elements from the experimental 
results on improvisation
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And perform at the same time as/ continuously/ alternating with 
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Conclusion 

The interpretation as presented is to seek for different 
ways of performing. Performance is able to maintain 
the musical elements in terms of pitch, melody, dynamic 
etc. Three experiments are the views for the analysis 
and interpretation that leads to the different construction 
of work. However, the result of three experiments are 
still linked since it is the analysis, synthesis and 
interpretation.         That comes from the same contents 
of music but with different processes. Also, when 
combined with the interpretation of both forms. it 
would lead to the varieties of creation.  when it is 
supplemented    with show/ play of the researcher, it 
would create fragments with the basis from analysis, 
interpretation, combination with the compose, that can 
build space for interpretation of the performer.

Test finding: This indeterminacy composition is possible 
to play like improvisation. Moreover, It in-spired me 
to develop the idea of ethnomusicology in the new 
dimension of creation. Also, it would create the basis 
of analysis, interpretation of the performer. All of this 
would be reflected to the local music culture as 
simplicity in depth.
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